
Luxury Aesthetics Practice Sach Aesthetics
Expands to New Jersey with Flagship Location
Opening in Jersey City

Elevating Beauty with Truth and Transparency at

Sach Aesthetics

JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY, UNITED STATES, April

29, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- New York City's

renowned and sought-after luxury injectables

practice, Sach Aesthetics, is thrilled to announce

the grand opening of its newest flagship location

in Jersey City, New Jersey. Founding practitioner

Radhika Patel, DNP, APN, brings her years of

experience and expertise in full facial balancing

and harmonization to this upscale new venue,

where the focus remains on delivering hyper-

real results with honesty and transparency at the

core.

Sach Aesthetics, bearing the name 'Sach,'

derived from the Hindi word for 'truth,'

represents the commitment of its team to

provide elevated results without the smoke and

mirrors often found in the aesthetics industry. Specializing in highly effective treatments for all

skin types, Sach Aesthetics prides itself on a patient-centered process, warm and honest

consultations, and the art of creating natural, undetectable enhancements that leave clients

feeling rejuvenated yet still themselves.

Meet Radhika Patel, DNP, APN

As a nurse practitioner with a passion for art and extensive training in advanced aesthetic

techniques, Radhika Patel's journey to founding Sach Aesthetics has been nothing short of

remarkable. Combining her expertise in facial anatomy and skin health from years of experience

in dermatology and facial plastic surgery, Radhika holds a unique ability to understand and

connect with her patients on a deep level. Her approach to consultation and treatment planning

is rooted in a deep sense of empathy and integrity, ensuring that each client receives a

personalized and effective treatment plan tailored to their individual needs.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://sachaesthetics.com/


Flagship Address and Opening

The new flagship location of Sach

Aesthetics will be located at 611

Washington Blvd, Suite 188, Jersey City,

NJ 07310. The official opening date is

set for April 8th, 2023. Although

construction delays have shifted the

opening date from April 1st, patients

are already eagerly booking

appointments for the awaited launch

of this top-rated injectables practice.

Special Services and Offerings

At Sach Aesthetics, the focus remains

on full facial balancing treatments

using a combination of neurotoxins,

fillers, and biostimulators to address

various aspects of aging while

maintaining a natural look that

enhances the client's authentic beauty.

Additionally, natural-looking lip filler

treatments are a specialty at the

practice, emphasizing subtle yet

impactful enhancements.

Complimentary Consultations and

Referral Rewards

To welcome clients to the new Jersey

City location, Sach Aesthetics will

continue to offer complimentary

consultations to ensure each client

receives personalized care and

treatment recommendations.

Furthermore, both the referrer and the referred new patient will enjoy $100 off treatments as

part of a stackable referral rewards program, fostering a community of shared beauty

experiences and rewards.

Witness the unveiling of Sach Aesthetics' new flagship location in Jersey City, where the pursuit of

truth in beauty and the art of natural enhancements come together under the skillful hands of

Radhika Patel. Discover a new level of luxury aesthetics at Sach Aesthetics in Jersey City, where

honesty, integrity, and natural beauty reign supreme.

For more information and to book appointments, visit Sach Aesthetics



www.sachaesthetics.com.

*Discover the truth in beauty with Sach Aesthetics - Where Honesty Meets Luxury in

Aesthetics.*

###

ABOUT 

Founded by nurse practitioner Radhika Patel, DNP, APN, Sach Aesthetics is a luxury injectables

practice renowned for delivering hyper-real results while prioritizing honesty and transparency.

With a focus on full facial balancing and harmonization, Sach Aesthetics offers highly effective

treatments tailored to all skin types, ensuring clients achieve natural, undetectable

enhancements. The practice's commitment to patient-centered care, warm consultations, and

authentic rejuvenation sets it apart in the aesthetics industry.

For more information about Sach Aesthetics and their services, please visit

www.sachaesthetics.com or follow us in IG @SachAesthetics. 

*Discover the truth in beauty with Sach Aesthetics - Where Honesty Meets Luxury in Aesthetics.*

Jessica Kopach

The JKO Agency
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